WATER SUPPLY ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Monday, March 7, 2022
Held Electronically Via Zoom
AGENDA
CALL TO ORDER

3:30 p.m.

AGENDA
1.

Adoption of Agenda

PRESENTATIONS AND DELEGATIONS
MINUTES
2.

Water Supply Advisory Committee Meeting Minutes of
November 8, 2022 – for receipt only

Annex A
Pages 1-3
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Draft SCRD Water Strategy Engagement Plan
Strategic Planning Coordinator, Strategic Initiatives

Annex B
pp 4-20



2022 Water Rate Structure Review Process staff report referred
by resolution 017/22 from the January 27, 2022 Regular Board
meeting

Annex C
pp 21-25



Update on Current Water Supply Projects - General Manager,
Infrastructure Services

COMMUNICATIONS
NEW BUSINESS
NEXT MEETING May 2, 2022 at 3:30 p.m.
ADJOURNMENT

Verbal

ANNEX A
SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT
WATER SUPPLY ADVISORY COMMITTEE
November 08, 2021

RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE WATER SUPPLY ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING
HELD IN THE BOARDROOM AT 1975 FIELD ROAD, SECHELT, B.C.

PRESENT:

Chair
Vice-Chair

S. Thurber
D. McCreath
T. Adams
T. Beck
B. Fielding
R. Hanson
M. Hennessy
D. Marteinson

ALSO PRESENT:

(Non-voting)

Director, Area F
Director, Area D
Director, Area A
District of Sechelt

M. Hiltz (call)
A. Tize
L. Lee
Meghan Lee (part)

GM, Infrastructure Services
Manager, Strategic Initiatives
Administrative Assistant/Recorder
Econics Consulting Firm (zoom)
Econics Consulting Firm (zoom)

R. Rosenboom
M. Edbrooke
G. Lawrie
K. Stinchcombe
R. Mersereau

Public
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REGRETS:

A. Skelley
K. Chi

Directors, staff, and other attendees present for the meeting participated by means of electronic or other
communication facilities in accordance with Sunshine Coast Regional District Board Procedures Bylaw 717.

CALL TO ORDER

3:33 p.m.

AGENDA

The agenda was adopted as presented.

REPORTS
Recommendation No. 1

Potential Use of Reclaimed Water

The Water Supply Advisory Committee recommended that staff evaluate the benefits to the
SCRD water supply system if a minimum of 2,000 m3/day of reclaimed water, meeting all
applicable quality and regulatory standards, is delivered to lower Chapman Creek below the
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intake to the Water Treatment Plant for the purpose of augmenting the Environmental Flow
Needs (EFN).
Discussion included the following:
•
•
•
•
•

As population grows, drinking water needs and wastewater volumes increases
Project led by District of Sechelt, and they would be responsible for delivering highly
treated wastewater to a location for reuse, such as the Chapman Creek intake
Quality requirements needed, including temperature
Impact to EFN and available drinking water potential
Potential for up to 73.3% funding from program “Investing in Canada Infrastructure –
Environmental Quality” closes Jan.26, 2022.

Meghan Lee from the District of Sechelt provided the Committee with an update on the
reclaimed water project
Discussion included the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

DoS Reclaimed Water Feasibility Study is 60% complete
Implementation of this project could have a regional benefit, but would need to be
supported by grants
Lots of considerations, for example reliability, seasonality, environmental benefit,
infrastructure, public support, capital and operation cost
DoS would charge SCRD for providing reclaimed water
Currently water samples are sent to lab; not live fish tested
Unknown if EFN augmentation has precedent in other jurisdictions

Econics (consulting firm from Vancouver) delivered a 30-minute presentation: Developing a
Watershed Protection Business Case
Discussion included the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SCRD 2019-2023 Board Strategic Plan includes a tactic to develop an action plan for the
protection of watersheds and aquifers, advocacy goal for improved watershed
governance
Currently SCRD does not have a mandate for broader watershed protection
Primarily funded by a Healthy Watersheds Initiative grant
Consulting firm Econics is supporting the SCRD to develop a business case that will
examine the opportunities and challenges of establishing watershed-focused services
Provided examples from other jurisdictions
November 18, 2021, scheduled check-in with the SCRD Board on this topic
Service could be regional or sub-regional
A service would need to be approved by the Board and then through a referendum
Draft business case and engagement summary will be shared in early 2022 to
Infrastructure Services Committee

The Chair thanked Econics for their presentation.
The Manager of Strategic Initiatives provided the Committee with an update regarding the Water
Public Participation Plan
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Discussion included the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Phase 1: lead up to AAP water meter, loan request and two Let’s Talk Water events,
which had low participation.
Phase 2: engagement phase, all projects under development, including Bylaw 422
proposals, scoping Water Supply Plans for discussion with WASAC in January 2022
Staff will work with Chair and Vice-Chair to develop a work plan for remaining meetings
before 2-year term ends in June 2022
WASAC shared frustration echoed in community that future engagement initiatives need
to include more listening rather than telling
Chair suggested WASAC provide a summary from current committee of their experience
at end of their term

The General Manager, Infrastructure Services provided the Committee with an update on
current water supply projects which included the Church Road Well Field, Langdale Well Field
development and Gray Creek water treatment feasibility.
Future Meeting Topics
•

Questions / Advice from the Committee on next steps for Water Supply Plans

NEXT MEETING

January 10, 2022 @ 3:30 p.m.

ADJOURNMENT

5:32 p.m.
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ANNEX B
SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT STAFF REPORT
TO:

Water Supply Advisory Committee – March 7, 2022

AUTHOR:

Alana Wittman, Strategic Planning Coordinator

SUBJECT:

DRAFT SCRD WATER STRATEGY ENGAGEMENT PLAN

RECOMMENDATION
THAT the report titled Draft SCRD Water Strategy Engagement Plan be received;
AND THAT staff incorporate feedback from the WASAC into the Engagement Plan.

BACKGROUND
The SCRD Board Strategic Plan outlines a tactic to develop water supply plans for the SCRD
Water Systems. In response, staff are currently developing a discussion paper to guide the
development of a proposed drinking water management plan called the SCRD Water Strategy.
On February 7, 2022, staff hosted a visioning workshop with the Water Supply Advisory
Committee (WASAC) to initiate the development of this strategy. Specifically, WASAC provided
feedback on a framework for the strategy, including a commitment statement, guiding principles,
and focus areas where the SCRD would like to work and improve. Staff are incorporating the
feedback from this workshop into the discussion paper that will be presented to the Infrastructure
Services Committee at their April meeting. In parallel, staff are also developing an Engagement
Plan for how to share and seek input on this project, centered around this discussion paper, from
the broader community.
This report builds on initial discussions with WASAC about the development of an SCRD Water
Strategy and provides an overview of the draft Engagement Plan, included as Attachment A.

DISCUSSION
Scope of the Water Strategy
The Water Strategy will set direction and priorities for the SCRD Water Services and a
subsequent five-year action plan to achieve them. The overarching objective of the Water
Strategy is to ensure water supply needs are met in all SCRD-operated water systems until
2050 and beyond. Wastewater management, private water systems, and water systems owned
and operated by other agencies are outside the project scope.
Scope of the Engagement Plan
The draft Engagement Plan outlines the goals, target audiences, engagement tools, timeline,
and engagement approach for the Water Strategy. The SCRD will engage the shíshálh Nation,
Sḵwx̱wú7mesh Úxwumixw, other governing authorities, and interested members of the
community in 2022 to gather feedback on the development of the Water Strategy.
The three-phase engagement process includes:
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Phase I (February – March 2022): Pre-engagement with the WASAC and internal SCRD
staff on the development of a discussion paper that describes the framework for the
Water Strategy.
Phase II (May – June 2022): Engagement with other governing authorities, stakeholders
and the public on the development of the Water Strategy, including the specific actions
under each focus area.
Phase III (early 2023): Seek feedback on the draft Water Strategy.

A variety of tools and approaches will be used to engage the community, including:
• Engagement materials, including a discussion paper and water system backgrounders
• Let’s Talk (letstalk.scrd.ca), the SCRD’s online engagement platform, and apply tools
including a survey, question and answer forum, polls, and a mailing list to stay informed.
• A virtual open house to the public to learn more about the project.
• Workshop with governing authorities.
• Roundtable discussions with various sectors and residents in each water system to seek
feedback on proposed ideas and develop actions for the Water Strategy.
• Newsletters (Coast Current) and social media (Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube).
• Coast Reporter advertisements.
Feedback from WASAC
Staff are seeking input from the WASAC on the draft Engagement Plan. To guide this process,
staff have included the following questions for discussion:
•
•
•
•

What suggestions do you have to improve the draft Engagement Plan?
What communications methods do you suggest staff use to promote the engagement
phases to community members?
Is the Engagement Plan missing any key target audiences?
Should the Engagement Plan include a second WASAC workshop or would the Committee
prefer to engage in roundtable discussions within their community?

Financial implications
The SCRD Board has approved the resources required to develop water supply plans, included
in this year’s budget.
Timeline for next steps
Staff will incorporate any feedback from WASAC into the Engagement Plan by mid-March 2022.
The Engagement Plan is intended to help SCRD staff plan communications and public
engagement activities for development of the Water Strategy, and will be updated throughout
the project to remain current.
Staff will be present the proposed Water Strategy at the April 14, 2022 Infrastructure Services
Committee meeting. Should staff receive Board direction to initiate engagement on the
development of the Water Strategy, the process would commence in May 2022.

STRATEGIC PLAN AND RELATED POLICIES
The Water Strategy Engagement Plan supports the advancement of the SCRD 2019-2023
Strategic Plan through the following strategies:
2022-Mar-07 WASAC Staff Report Draft SCRD Water Strategy Engagement Plan
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•

The Engagement and Communications goal “to proactively engage with our residents,
partners and staff in order to share information and obtain their input on issues and decisions
that affect them.”

•

The Asset Stewardship goal, specifically the strategy to have a “plan for and ensure yearround water availability now and in the future,” and the tactics to:
o

“Investigate and/or develop water supply plans for North and South Pender,
Langdale, Soames, Granthams, Eastbourne, Cove Cay, Egmont and Chapman
Creek water systems.”

o

“Investigate and/or develop water supply sources for North and South Pender,
Langdale, Soames, Granthams, Eastbourne, Cove Cay, Egmont and Chapman
Creek water systems.”

CONCLUSION
Staff are developing a draft Water Strategy Engagement Plan and seeking input from the WASAC
(see Attachment A). The draft Engagement Plan outlines the goals, target audiences,
engagement tools, timeline, and approach for engagement on the Water Strategy. All feedback
received during the three engagement phases will be considered and inform the Water Strategy,
which will guide long-term infrastructure investment and decision-making related to the SCRD
Water Services. The proposed Water Strategy will be presented to the Infrastructure Services
Committee April meeting. Should staff receive approval to engage on the development of the
Water Strategy, the process would commence in May 2022.

ATTACHMENTS
Attachment A – Draft Water Strategy Engagement Plan
Reviewed by:

Manager
GM
CAO

X - M. Edbrooke

2022-Mar-07 WASAC Staff Report Draft SCRD Water Strategy Engagement Plan
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Finance
Legislative
Other

Sunshine Coast Regional District
Water Strategy Engagement Plan
DRAFT

February 2022

Prepared for

Prepared by

w: econics.com

1
e: info@econics.com
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t: +1 250 588 6851
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Purpose of this document:
This internal document is intended to help SCRD staff plan communications and public
engagement activities for development of the Water Strategy. It will be updated
throughout the project to remain current.

1.0

Project Overview

1.1

About the Water Strategy project

The Water Strategy will set direction and priorities for the Sunshine Coast Regional District’s
(SCRD) regional drinking water initiatives for the next five years (2023-2028), with the
overarching objective of ensuring water supply needs are met in all SCRD-operated water
services until 2050 and beyond.
In addition to its role as an operational plan that provides direction internally, the Water
Strategy will serve as a communication tool to support broader public understanding of
SCRD’s priorities and approach for providing secure and safe supplies of drinking water over
the long term.
Scope
The Water Strategy scope includes all aspects of water supply management and water service
provision as they relate to SCRD’s three water supply and distribution services. Wastewater
management, private water systems, and water systems owned and operated by other
agencies are outside the project scope.
Strategic Linkages
The Water Strategy has linkages to the following strategic priorities and tactics from the
2019-2023 SCRD Board Strategic Plan:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

investigate and/or develop water supply plans,
investigate and/or develop water supply sources,
expand water conservation programs and increase engagement with residents and
stakeholders on water conservation,
hold public engagement events to provide status updates on water supply expansion
initiatives and implementation of the water metering program, including timelines for
community engagement,
complete development and implementation of a water metering program that is
informed by public engagement,
develop a strategic action plan for protection of watersheds and aquifers,
pursue opportunities for improved water governance and protection of watersheds,
increase inter-governmental collaboration, and
develop and implement climate change adaptation strategies and measures, including
emergency plans, for priority risk areas.

1
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Strategic Context
In addition to the priorities identified above, unprecedented drought conditions on the
Sunshine Coast, water supply shortages in the Chapman Creek watershed, and related
concerns about climate change have created a sense of urgency for SCRD to act.
The initiative to develop the Water Strategy also follows the completion of a Business Case to
explore the development of a new regional service focused on watershed protection, similar
to services provided in the Regional District of Nanaimo and the Cowichan Valley Regional
District. Focused engagement undertaken for that project revealed a common sentiment that
SCRD should prioritize addressing water supply shortages. It also became clear during this
project that many stakeholders, community members, and partners are not aware of current
initiatives underway by SCRD to improve long-term water supply security.

1.2

Process and Timelines

The Water Strategy will be developed internally by SCRD, led by the Strategic Initiatives
Division and guided by the work of an inter-departmental steering committee. The
Communications Division will also support the three phases of public engagement.
•

The first phase of engagement, occurring between February and March 2022, focuses
on the development of a draft commitment statement, guiding principles, and focus
areas for the Strategy. These elements of the Strategy will be incorporated into a
discussion paper that will serve as the basis for the subsequent phases of engagement.

•

The second phase, occurring between May and June 2022, focuses on gathering input
from SCRD water users, partners, and stakeholder groups to inform focus areas,
actions, and priorities for the Strategy.

•

The third phase, occurring in early 2023, will provide all target audiences with an
opportunity to provide feedback on the draft Water Strategy, which will identify
specific actions for SCRD to take in the next five to ten years.

A timeline for developing the Water Strategy is outlined in the diagram below.

2
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• WASAC: Workshop to inform Discussion Paper
FEB

MAR

APR

• WASAC: Develop Engagement Approach
• SCRD Staff Workshop to develop ideas under the focus areas
• Finalize Water System Backgrounders with support from SCRD Staff

• Seek Board support for Water Strategy and approval to begin public engagement at Apr ISC
• Pre-engagement communications and engagement planning

• Launch & deliver public engagement
MAY - JUL

Summer

• Draft Water Strategy
• Public engagement on draft Water Strategy

• WASAC: Review draft Water Strategy
Fall

Early
2023

• Finalize Water Strategy

3
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1.3

Goals of Engagement

The goals for engaging the public throughout development of the Water Strategy can be
categorized into tactical goals (i.e., short-term, functional objectives) and strategic goals
(i.e., longer-term aspirations).

Tactical Goals
a) Raise awareness of what is required by all water suppliers, including SCRD, to provide
safe and secure water services.
b) Raise awareness about what SCRD is doing to address short-term and long-term
challenges related to water supply.
c) Seek input about what else SCRD can and should be doing to manage water services.

Strategic Goals
d) Build community support for SCRD’s forthcoming Water Strategy,
e) Enhance public trust in SCRD’s management of water services.

2.0

Target Audiences

Four target audiences for engagement on the Water Strategy are described below. Table 2.1
outlines the roles of each target audience in developing the Strategy during each phase of the
engagement. Bold terms in the table refer to engagement levels from the International
Association of Public Participation’s (IAP2) Public Participation Spectrum (see Appendix 1 for
further information on this spectrum).
The Water Supply Advisory Committee (WASAC) is a committee of volunteers who provide
recommendations to the SCRD Board on the development and implementation of water supply
and water conservation plans for the SCRD’s water systems.
Governing authorities refers to the collective of governments in the region that have roles,
stakes, or interest in SCRD’s management of water services. These include the shíshálh
Nation, Skwxwú7mesh, District of Sechelt, Town of Gibsons, and the Provincial Government.
There is no formal convening structure or committee for this group; however, staff
representing these governments were invited to participate in workshops during the 2021
project to explore a new regional watershed protection service (all except Skwxwú7mesh
participated).
Sector representatives are individuals or representatives of organizations with informed
perspectives about the relationship between SCRD’s water management and key sectors in
the region, encompassing economic, social, and environmental realms.
SCRD water users refers to the collective of residents, businesses, and organizations serviced
by the nine individual water systems that comprise SCRD’s three Water Service Areas.
Recognizing that each water system has unique features and challenges, focussed engagement
at the system level will ensure the Water Strategy meets the needs of all SCRD water users.
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2.1

Level of Engagement by Target Audience and Phase

Target Audience

Phase 1

Phase 3

Involve WASAC members in identifying
and prioritizing Strategy actions

Consult WASAC to obtain feedback on
the draft Strategy

Governing
authorities

Involve staff from governing
authorities in identifying and
prioritizing Strategy actions

Consult governing authorities to obtain
feedback on the draft Strategy

Sector
representatives

Involve sector representatives in
identifying issues and priorities unique
to sector

Consult sector representatives to
obtain feedback on the draft Strategy

Water Supply
Advisory
Committee
(WASAC)

Collaborate with WASAC members to
identify the Strategy commitment
statement, guiding principles, and
focus areas

Phase 2

Inform sector representatives of
challenges, opportunities, and
potential approaches for SCRD’s
management of water supply services
Consult sector representatives to
obtain feedback on potential Strategy
actions and priorities
SCRD water users

Involve interested water users in
identifying issues and priorities unique
to each water system

Consult water users to obtain feedback
on the draft Strategy

Inform water system users about
challenges, opportunities, and
potential approaches for SCRD’s
management of water supply services
Consult water users to obtain feedback
on potential Strategy actions and
priorities

5
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3.0

Engagement Tools and Approaches

A variety of tools and approaches will be used to engage with the target audiences identified
in Section 2. Brief descriptions of each are outlined below, followed by an implementation
table outlining the audiences, linkages to goals, and approximate timing for each approach.
Unless otherwise determined by SCRD, all engagement events will be conducted virtually via
MS Teams or Zoom as a precaution in response to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic.
SCRD’s Online Channels
Let’s Talk SCRD (letstalk.scrd.ca)
o An online engagement platform from Bang the Table that hosts project profiles,
videos, blog-style question-and-answer forms for interactions between community
members and staff, online user polling, and integrations with social media channels.
o The ‘Let’s Talk Water’ tab features water-related projects (letstalk.scrd.ca/water).
Coast Current (www.scrd.ca/newsletter)
o ~770 subscribers
o CRD’s online monthly newsletter is used to share information with the public about
projects, priorities, and services.
Facebook (Sunshine Coast Regional District)
o ~3,400 followers
o SCRD’s Facebook Page is used to disseminate information to the public about SCRD
services, projects, and emergency management measures.
Twitter (@SunshineCoastRD)
o ~1,900 followers
o SCRD’s Twitter handle is used to disseminate information to the public about SCRD
services, projects, and emergency management measures.
YouTube Channel (Sunshine Coast Regional District)
o ~194 subscribers
o SCRD’s YouTube channel is used to host and disseminate educational videos and
recordings of online community meetings about SCRD’s services, projects, or
awareness campaigns, as well as to broadcast Board and Committee meetings.
o Views for previous water-related videos range from approximately 90 to 850.
Traditional Media
Coast Reporter (coastreporter.net)
o The predominant media outlet focussed on Sunshine Coast news.
o Digital news is published daily and a print newspaper is distributed weekly on
Friday.
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Other Approaches
Workshops
o Structured workshops will be used to engage partners (i.e., governing authorities)
when striving to involve them in decision-making.
Community Roundtables
o Roundtable discussions with sector representatives and interested water users will
a) involve them in identifying issues and priorities unique to each sector/system,
b) consult them to gather feedback on potential strategy actions and priorities.

3.1

Recruiting Participants for the Workshop and Roundtables

Direct recruitment of participants will be required for the governing authority workshop and
the community roundtables to facilitate planning and ensure outcomes are achieved.

Governing authority workshop
In October of 2021 and January of 2022, representatives from governing authorities in the
region with roles in water management were convened by SCRD to participate in two virtual
workshops, as part of the project to develop a Business Case exploring a regional watershed
protection service. The same group of representatives will be invited to participate in a
workshop to inform the Water Strategy due to the interest most participants expressed
interest in further collaboration and the momentum generated from these recent meetings. A
list of participants from the recent governing authority workshops is in Appendix B.

Key Sector Roundtable
Six to eight representatives from the following sectors/organizations will be recruited through
direct contacts by phone and email to participate in the sector roundtable. A second
roundtable may be added if there is sufficient interest.
•
•
•

Sunshine Coast Tourism
Sunshine Coast Regional Economic
Development Organization
Forestry

•
•
•

Environmental conservation
Sunshine Coast Community Services
Society
Agriculture

In addition, as per resolution 042/22 (Feb 24, 2022), the SCRD Board has directed staff to
engage with Commercially Classified Farms on proposals related to SCRD Water Rates and
Regulations Bylaw No. 422. Staff will run this engagement in parallel, and share information
and seek input on the Water Strategy as it relates to agricultural.

Water System Roundtables
Using the channels listed on page 5, SCRD will issue a call for volunteer water users (e.g.,
residents, business owners) to participate in five roundtable discussions organized by water
system(s) as follows (targeting 4-8 representatives/system):
•
•

Chapman and Langdale
South Pender

•
•

Eastbourne
North Pender

•

Egmont and Cove Cay

If there is a high level of interest, additional meetings may be scheduled.
7
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3.2

Implementation Table for Water Strategy Engagement Approaches

Task
ID

Tool(s)/Approach(es)

Target Audience

Linkages to
Engagement Goals*

Timing

PHASE 1
A

Visioning Workshop

WASAC

c, d, e

February 8, 2022

May 2022

PHASE 2
B

Project announcement via news release, notification in SCRD’s
Coast Current monthly newsletter, and targeted emails to
community associations

SCRD water users

b, d, e

C

Publish the discussion paper and water system backgrounders
and launch an online survey via Let’s Talk SCRD

SCRD water users

a, b, c, d, e

May – mid-June 2022

D

Social media campaign (Facebook, Twitter)

SCRD water users

a, b, c, d, e

May – June 2022

E

Coast Reporter ad (notice of engagement opportunities)

SCRD water users

a, b, c, d, e

May 2022

F

Virtual open house via Webinar and YouTube Channel

SCRD water users

a, b, c, d, e

May 2022

G

Key Sector Roundtable

Sector
representatives

b, c, d, e

Early June 2022

H

Water System Roundtables (5)

SCRD water users

b, c, d, e

Early June 2022

I

Workshop

Governing authorities

b, c, d, e

Late June 2022

PHASE 3
K

Present the draft Water Strategy for feedback at a WASAC
meeting

L
M

WASAC

a, b, c, d, e

Fall 2022

Publish draft Water Strategy on Let’s Talk SCRD with comment
form for feedback

SCRD water users

a, b, c, d, e

Early 2023

Refer draft Water Strategy to governing authority partners for
review

Governing authorities

a, b, c, d, e

Early 2023

* Engagement Goals (from section 1.2, above)
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

raise awareness of what is required by all water suppliers, including SCRD, to provide safe and secure water services
raise awareness about what SCRD is doing to address short-term and long-term challenges related to water supplies
seek input about what else SCRD can and should be doing to manage water services
build community support for SCRD’s forthcoming Water Strategy
enhance public trust in SCRD’s management of water services
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4.0

Reporting Results

The phased engagement approach will support an iterative process of developing the Water
Strategy. The input received from each phase of engagement will inform the Strategy and be
incorporated throughout the planning process.
An Engagement Summary Report and a one-page What We Heard report will be drafted to
summarize the results of the engagement process in Summer 2022. This will be used to
develop the draft Water Strategy.
The SCRD Board has decision-making authority for approving and funding the Water Strategy.
It is anticipated that the Board will be presented with a draft Strategy for consideration in
Spring 2023.

9
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Appendix 1: IAP2 Spectrum of Public Participation
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Appendix 2: Participants in Recent Governing Authority Workshops*
Remko Rosenboom, Sunshine Coast Regional District
Mia Edbrooke, Sunshine Coast Regional District
Julie Clark, Sunshine Coast Regional District
Isabelle Houde, shíshálh Nation
Chris August, shíshálh Nation

Jasmine Paul, shíshálh Nation
Meghan Lee, District of Sechelt
Andrew Allen, District of Sechelt
Dave Newman, Town of Gibsons
Michelle Lewis, Town of Gibsons
Michele Lepitre, Ministry of Forests, Lands, Natural Resource Operations & Rural Development
* Skwxwú7mesh Úxwumixw was invited to participate in the workshops held in late 2021 and early 2022.
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ANNEX C
SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT STAFF REPORT
TO:

Water Supply Advisory Committee – March 7, 2022

AUTHOR:

Mia Edbrooke, Strategic Initiatives

SUBJECT:

2022 WATER RATE STRUCTURE REVIEW PROCESS

RECOMMENDATION
THAT the report titled 2022 Water Rate Structure Review Process be received.

BACKGROUND
The purpose of this report is to share the report titled, “2022 Water Rate Structure Review” with
the Water Supply Advisory Committee for comment, referred by resolution 017/22 from the
January 27, 2022 Regular Board meeting. Since that meeting, the SCRD Board has also finalized
the 2022 budget, which included a project to develop options for a new potential water rate
structure and seek public input.

DISCUSSION
Further to the report attached, staff have included the following questions:
• What should the SCRD consider when contemplating a new framework for volumetric
billing?
• What aspects of alternative water rate structures interest you? For example, fairness or
conservation.
• What more would you like to know about the rate-setting process?
• Recognizing that rate structures are a complex topic, what would be the best way to
share information? For example, videos, infographics, or meetings.
Financial Implication
The SCRD Board has approved the resources to support the initial phase of the Water Rate
Structure Review Process, as part of the 2022 SCRD Budget.
Timeline for next steps
Staff are planning an engagement for the development of the Water Strategy in late Spring
2022. There is potential to incorporate engagement on the Water Rate Structure Review within
the broader Water Strategy to seek initial feedback on potential proposals for a new rate
structure for residential water users.

CONCLUSION
Staff have received Board direction to initiate a Water Rate Structure Review and are seeking
initial feedback from WASAC to help inform next steps.
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Attachment A
SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT STAFF REPORT
TO:

Infrastructure Services Committee – December 9, 2021

AUTHOR:

Mia Edbrooke, Manager, Strategic Initiatives

SUBJECT:

2022 WATER RATE STRUCTURE REVIEW PROCESS

RECOMMENDATION
THAT the report titled 2022 Water Rate Structure Review Process be received for
information.

BACKGROUND
The Sunshine Coast Regional District (SCRD) Water Rates and Regulations Bylaw No. 422,
1995 (Bylaw 422) outlines rates for providing water supply throughout the distribution system to
approximately 24,000 residents in the region. With the upcoming water meter installations in the
Sechelt area, the SCRD could begin exploring new options for a water structure where residents
pay for water they use, instead of a flat rate. Careful analysis is required to secure equivalent
funding under the current structure to allow the SCRD to build, operate, maintain, and invest in
water systems that provide the community with safe and reliable drinking water and fire
protection.
This report outlines work that could support the following Board resolution from their October 24,
2019 meeting:
266/19

Recommendation No. 1 (part)

Bylaw Opportunities for Water Conservation

THAT the report titled Bylaw Opportunities for Water Conservation be received;
AND THAT the review of Water Rates and Regulations Bylaw 422 scheduled for 2020
include a review of water conservation provisions and the service connection
application process.
The purpose of this report is to present the process for a potential water rate structure review.

DISCUSSION
As per Bylaw 422, the SCRD charges commercial customers a user-based rate for water in all
areas, including Sechelt. Currently, water meters are installed at residential properties in the
rural areas, including Areas A, B, D, E, and F, and at a smaller number of properties in Sechelt.
Most residents in Sechelt do not currently have a water meter and all SCRD residential
customers pay a flat rate.
In 2021, the SCRD received elector approval to borrow up to $7.25 million dollars over a 15year term to fund Phase Three of the Water Meter Installations Project. This is the final water
meter installations in the region that will result in water meters on every water service
connection, which will maximize the benefits of a water meter program. A fully implemented
water meter program can include customer access to water use data, a leak notification
program that provides guidance for fixing leaks, and the option to review the current rate
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structure. As such, this presents an opportunity to explore user-based options for residential
customers in 2022, while the SCRD installs water meters in the Sechelt area next year. Staff
anticipate that a rate structure review would be a multi-year project that would proceed with the
following three phases.
2022 Phase 1: Develop options for a new potential rate structure and seek public input.
Staff would review and consider options for residential properties, including single-detached,
multi-home, and multi-family, and commercial properties. The potential options would seek to
promote fairness and equity, support the SCRD’s conservation programs, and establish a
financially sustainable rate structure which supports the water system for the short and long
term. Types of rate structures that could be considered in addition to the current flat fee would
be a volumetric charge or tiered rates, charges for seasonal use or excess use, and could
include both a fixed and variable rate to balance maintaining infrastructure and the cost of
providing drinking water. The SCRD could consider leak detection rebates to encourage
residents to fix leaks in a timely manner. This process would be supported by an engagement
plan that would seek public input and the Board, and staff would bring the results of this review
forward at a future Committee meeting .
In parallel, staff would work on leak resolution with new metered properties in the Sechelt area,
to gather a full picture of residential water use in the region, that would support rate setting.
2023 Phase 2: Set rates and charges.
If a new rate structure is approved, the SCRD would complete a rate analysis and present any
new rates through proposed bylaw amendments for the Board’s consideration. Staff would set
rates would be set to achieve cost recovery, and continue to review water rates regularly and
make adjustments as required, as is current practice for all SCRD service functions. Currently,
water rates are reviewed annually.
2024 Phase 3: Phased-in implementation.
Any changes to the current rate structure would be introduced prior to SCRD annual utility bills
(April). Staff would need time to make operational adjustments to the SCRD billing system and
meter reading program, and to develop and implement a communication plan to share any
changes to utility billing with the public.
Financial Implications
Staff have put forward a budget proposal for Phase 1 of this water rate structure review process
for the 2022 budget, for the Board’s consideration. The budget proposal would seek to hire a
consultant to support the development of potential rate structure options and an engagement
plan.
Timeline for next steps
The budget proposal for the Board’s consideration would allow staff to begin the work in 2022.
Waiting until 2023 to initiate this work would push the potential implementation to 2025.

STRATEGIC PLAN AND RELATED POLICIES
A water rate structure review supports the advancement of the SCRD 2019-2023 Strategic Plan
through the following strategies:
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•

Expand water conservation programs and increase engagement with residents and
stakeholders on water conservation

•

Hold public engagement events to provide status update on water supply expansion

CONCLUSION
The SCRD is moving towards a fully implemented water meter program for all water users. This
presents an opportunity to begin exploring alternative water rate structures that could promote
fairness and water conservation, while continuing to achieve cost recovery for the water
systems. SCRD staff are proposing a three-phase process that would first develop options for a
new rate structure, subsequent rate setting and implementation. Examples of potential new rate
structures could include volumetric or tiered rates, rates that are seasonal or target excess use
that could include fixed and variable charges.
To support this work, staff have put forward a budget proposal for Phase 1 of a potential water
rate structure review process for 2022. Staff anticipate that all three phases would be completed
by 2024. Staff recommend beginning this process in 2022, to allow time to undertake the steps
involved in the three phases, including operational adjustments and public engagement that will
occur in parallel to the process.

Reviewed by:
Manager
GM
X – R. Rosenboom
CAO
X – D. McKinley
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X– T. Perreault
X – S. Reid

